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Abstract: In this work, it presents a work on improved Rerouting model in MPLS Network for reducing traffic. This
paper describes the simulation to evaluate the performance of MPLS Network. QoS is the mechanism of the network to
provide different service level to a different traffic type as business need. The main objective of this work is to improve
QoS in network by reducing link load and bandwidth consumption. It uses a routing scheme that satisfies expected
demand and minimized link utilization of system. It works on reliability by limited usage of bandwidth. Results are
presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of system. The projected mechanism is implemented with MATLAB.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) networks are
currently the most used transport technology for service
provider networks. This has happened mainly because of
the various different features available in a single solution
which wasn’t possible to achieve by any other transport
technology used that time.
Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) is a versatile
solution to address the problem faced by present day
network speed, scalability, Quality of Service (QoS)
management and traffic engineering. MPLS has emerged
as an elegant solution to meet the bandwidth management
and service requirement for next generation Internet
Protocol (IP) based backbone networks. It addresses issues
related to scalability and routing (based on QoS and
service quality metrics) and can exist over existing
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) and frame-relay
networks. MPLS is an Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) specified framework that provides for the efficient
designation, routing, forwarding and switching of traffic
flows through the network.

Internet Service Providers (ISP) is interested in the
addition of multicast traffic distribution streams
capabilities to their traffic engineered MPLS network.
This would provide superior IP multicast transmission
which would be enhanced with QoS awareness. This QoS
is required by multimedia provision on-demands
businesses. Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) is a
multi-layer switching technology that uses labels to
determine the method in which packets are forwarded
through an MPLS network. Forwarding packets refer to
the common operation that both switches and routers
perform on packets of a connectionless network. This
operation entails receiving packets at the input, analyzing
the content of the packets’ header and determining the
appropriate output to be transmitted.

The first working group of the IETF that were supposed to
design MPLS and address the problems that service
providers were facing that time took place in 1997. This
working group still exists and since then MPLS has grown
into a protocol which is widely used and dependent in
many network environments. The designers initially tried
to address the most problematic issues at that time with the
potential for further development. They had to come up
with an idea which would allow for faster routing
decisions with backwards compatibility. This allows
MPLS to operate above any existing layer 2 protocol with
the encapsulation of network layer. It is a very strong
Figure 1: MPLS Network Services
feature which allows the interconnecting of different
network technologies and grouping them under one The rest of paper is ordered as follows. In section II, it
solution. The protocol is using its own addressing scheme discusses traffic engineering with MPLS networks. In
Section III, it describes proposed work plus
based on labels.
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implementation of system. Results are given in section V. multiple LSPs, each of which is established on a distinct
Finally, conclusion is explained in Section V.
link disjoint route between each pair of end nodes.
II. TRAFFIC ENGINEERING
Traffic engineering (TE) plays a key role in enabling an
efficient use of the provider’s resources. First, it allows the
distribution of traffic in order to avoid the creation of
bottlenecks. Second and taking into account the QoS
requirements of the applications; TE provides the ability to
route traffic on links that provide an adapted level of
performance. Traffic engineering is a technique to control
the flow of data over the network by reserving bandwidth
for specific services. TE may be also implemented to
accommodate network maintenance.
The objective of the traffic engineering technique is to
improve the performance of the operational network at the
resource level as well as the traffic level. Parameters such
as packet loss, delay, jitter, and throughput are used to
measure the network performance. To choose between
different routing paths, most IP networks use Interior
Gateway Protocols (IGP) based on the Open Shortest Path
First (OSPF) algorithm with static link weights. These
weights provide the routers with a complete view of the
network to populate routing tables. When links have
distinct capacities, considering link utilization is more
appropriate. Network engineers employ a number of tools
to automate the process of monitoring network links and to
send alerts when a link is heavily used.

The reason why MPLS networks have become so
successful is due to the ability of implementing a multiservice network. Having a network infrastructure which
consists of a variety of different technologies, while still
being maintained by a single standard that provides
everything ever needed to control the traffic has no
competition. These two requirements impose that to
support multicast, one should observe that an LSR is able
to select a particular multicast distribution tree based on
the following criteria. Firstly, the label carried in the
packet (packet has an identity within MPLS domain) and
secondly, the interface on which the packet was received.
In MPLS, transmission occurs on label-switched paths
(LSPs). LSPs are a sequence of labels at each and every
node along the path from source to destination. LSPs are
established either prior to data transmission or upon a
certain flow of data. The labels, which are underlying
protocol specific-identifiers, are distributed using
distribution protocol (LP) or RSVP or piggybacked on
routing protocol like border gateway protocol (BGP) or
OSPF. Each data packet encapsulates and carries the label
during their journey from source to destination shown in
figure. High speed of data is possible because fixed-length
labels are inserted at the beginning of the packet and can
be used by hardware to switch packets quickly between
links.

Figure 2: Traffic engineering in IP network [2]
III. PROPOSED MPLS NETWORK SYSTEM
MPLS can be considered a technology that has brought an
oriented connection for IP protocol. Therefore, network
services and applications can exploit all of the advantages
of MPLS. High QoS requirement is one of the major
issues for network service providers. So much work has
been done in this area to improve the quality of service of
the MPLS network by optimizing the QoS parameters
such as bandwidth optimization, low packet loss ratio, low
delay and jitter. In this, we have designed a mathematical
model for the efficient use of the bandwidth required by an
MPLS routing path. The effective bandwidth required by
any transmission path is dependent on some factor like
packet loss, transmission delay at each link etc. So effect
of these parameters on bandwidth requirement is also
considered in this dissertation. In this work we have
presented a distributed LSP scheme to reduce the spare
bandwidth demand in MPLS networks. The main idea of
the proposed D-LSP scheme is to partition traffic into
Copyright to IJIREEICE

Figure 3: MPLS Architecture [3]
The control plane is responsible for the routing
information exchanges and the label information
exchanges with the adjacent routers. Link state routing
protocols advertise routing information among the routers
that are not necessarily adjacent, where-as label binding
information distribution is limited to adjacent routers. The
MPLS data plane has a simple forwarding engine, based
on the information attached with labels. There are two
tables on each MPLS router, LIB and LFIB. The data
plane uses a label forwarding information base (LFIB)
maintained by the MPLS enabled router to forward
labelled packets. The LIB table contains all the local labels
assigned by the local routers and mapping of the labels
that it receives from the adjacent MPLS routers. The LFIB
uses a subset of the labels contained in the LIB for actual
packet forwarding. The MPLS enabled routers use
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information in LFIB and label value to make forwarding
decisions.
The effective bandwidth for a system can be given by as
follows:
𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑤𝑖

𝑛𝑖 =

(𝛼𝑏 1−𝜌 +𝜌𝑛 𝑖 𝑑)𝑟𝑛 𝑖
𝛼𝑏 1−𝜌 +𝑑𝑛 𝑖

(1)

The source sends its data to the destination. In MPLS
domain, not all of the source traffic is necessarily
transported through the same path. Depending on the
traffic characteristics, different LSPs could be created for
packet with different CoS (Class of Service) requirement.
MPLS label is inserted between layer 2 and layer 3 and is
32 bit long. Figure shows the MPLS routing process in
larger networks. There are two types of routers, edge
routers and core routers. The routing decisions are made
only at the edge routers and the core routers forward
packets based on the labels.
High QoS requirement is one of the major issues for
network service providers. The main QoS parameters are
bandwidth optimization, low packet loss ratio, low hop
count and low link load etc. For this, it introduces the
concept of fast re-routing to bind the restoration latency in
MPLS networks. This routing algorithm computed
primary and backup paths to optimize the restoration
latency and the amount of bandwidth used.
QoS is the mechanism of the network to provide different
service level to a different traffic type as business need.
Service providers offer their network service with quality.
They define a Service-Level Agreements (SLA). SLA
provides the details of all QoS parameters. It defines the
parameters such as end-to-end delay, end-to-end jitter,
packet loss. QoS is not single device functionality and it is
an end to end mechanism. It provides the intelligence to
network devices to treat the different application’s traffic
as their defined service level by SLA.
QoS combines different technologies together such as
classification, marking, scheduling, queuing, bandwidth
allocation, and prioritization that are commonly used to
provide a scalable end to end service. QoS is a generic
term. It provides the different level of treatment to the
different types of traffic or applications that flows over
network. Quality of service is required to provide the well
management of network resources that makes the
sophisticated usage of resources and gives comfort to
network user. Business networks are widely expended
with different types of applications. These applications
have different network requirements. It needs to lead for
different administrative policies that control applications
as per their requirements individually. QoS within a
network is essential to meet the requirements of today’s
converged networks. QoS provides the different levels of
service for business critical application and delay-sensitive
applications.

There are four major challenges in this network:
 Bandwidth
 Delay
 Jitter
 Packet loss
 Fault tolerance
All the mentioned QoS parameters are explained below:
1. Bandwidth
The amount of data that can be transmitted over link is
bandwidth. On the network IP Packets travel though the
best route. Maximum bandwidth of the route is equal to
smallest value of bandwidth on route.
2. Delay
End to end delay is the total time that a packet takes from
source to destination.
End-to-end delay is sum of all the following delays.
 Processing delay
 Queuing delay
 Serialization delay
 Propagation delay

Figure 4: Proposed Steps of System

3. Jitter
Variation in delay is jitter. Packets for the same
Bandwidth: Maximum amount of data that can be destination may not arrive at same rate. Campus network
carried.
run different applications simultaneously. Jitter can occur
Delay: The time to send data from source to destination. due to different traffic load on different timings. For voice
and video it is necessary to receive the packets at same
Jitter: Variation in delay.
sequence to achieve good quality.
Reliability: Packet loss.

QoS is to manage the following network elements:
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network service providers. As MPLS is a differentiated
and scalable framework which can provide effective
bandwidth requested for any application. So we have
designed such a model which can fulfil the entire
requirement needed by network consumers.
Congested routing in System
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Figure 6: Congested Routing in MPLS Network
The network consists of 30 nodes. All links were setup as
duplex with some initial delay and using Drop Queuing,
which serve packets on a First Come First Serve (FCFS)
basis.
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4. Packet Loss
Packet loss occurs due to the low buffer space. When the
buffers space of the interface full then packets are dropped.
Packet loss creates extended delays and jitter. Packet loss
can be controlled by applying some techniques such as
Tail Drop, Random Early Detection, Weighted Random
Early Detection and Traffic Shaping and Policing.
There are many advantages to using MPLS. It enables a
single converged network to support both new and legacy
services, allowing efficient migration to an IP-based
infrastructure. MPLS operates over legacy infrastructures
such as SONET and new infrastructures (Ethernet) and
networks (IP, ATM, Frame Relay, Ethernet and TDM).
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Figure 5: Generation of MPLS Network using MATLAB
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The word “Multiprotocol” indicates that MPLS has the
ability to carry multiple network protocols. Another
advantage of MPLS is that it does not require high degrees
of router processing from the label-switch routers for the
forwarding since the most intensive part of the process,
which is the assignment decisions, has been made at the
label edge routers. Less high-end routers and switches can
be used to perform the forwarding instead.
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MPLS integrates the performance and traffic management
of level layer 2 (L2) with the scalability and flexibility of
routing on layer 3 (L3). Therefore, it is seen as the
protocol of L2.5 level. Conventional routing is based on
the exchange of the information about the availability of
the network, as packet travels through the network; each
router extracts the information relevant to forwarding from
L3 headers. This information is then used to index the
routing tables to determine the next hop for the packet.
This is repeated at each router in the network. At each hop
in the network, the optimal forwarding packets must be reestablished.
The main concept of MPLS is to add labels in each packet.
Based on these labels the packet forwarding through the
network is done. However, the label summarizes essential
information for routing the packet through MPLS domain.
Hence, MPLS is a technology that accelerates and directs
the flow of network traffic and makes it easier to manage.
As we know that better QoS is the main priority for the
Copyright to IJIREEICE

Figure 7: Improved Re-Routing in MPLS Network
The shortest possible path in a network with n nodes is one
hop; the longest possible path (without loops) is (n-l) hops.
The number of packets that belong to a particular flow and
traverse the network at one time depends on packet inter
arrival times and network latency. To estimate the impact
of changes to topologies, it is assumed that propagation
and transmission delays are the same for all links. The
shortest path algorithm calculates the shortest path using
the number of routers as the cost function. Dijkstra's
algorithm is called the single-source shortest path. It is
also known as the single source shortest path problem. It
computes length of the shortest path from the source to
each of the remaining vertices in the graph. Dijkstra’s
algorithm uses the greedy approach to solve the single
source shortest problem. They provide communication by
minimum hop routing technique. Information is securely
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transferred from sender to the receiver. It selected the every path are equal between each other. Depending on
shortest path from sender to receiver as shown in fig 7.
the parameters of the model it is possible to implement
In figure 8, effect of queuing delay on bandwidth has different schemes of reservation: link, node or path
The results show the improvement in
shown with the help of simulation results. From the results protection.
bandwidth
as
well as throughput. The performance of
shown below we can conclude that for the same number of
bandwidth
consumption
is shown w.r.t delay produced.
traffic volume, bandwidth required is more in case when
The
link
load
of
proposed
approach is also better.
queuing delay is less. It is one of the major factors which
limit the performance of any service providing network.
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V. CONCLUSION
MPLS has been developed for supporting traffic
engineering and quality-of-service (QoS) guarantees in
Internet backbone networks. These networks provide
connection-oriented data transfer services based on label
switched paths (LSPs) established between label edges
router (LER) pairs. In this work, it presents a Rerouting
model in MPLS Network for reducing traffic. The efficient
QoS model provides better control and administration of
network traffic. Solution of routing problem with help of
proposed model allows providing the distribution of traffic
between source- and destination-node so that delays along
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